
Facilitation Training

New Mexico First leadership training provides a well-defined, step-by-step approach to help people learn to
run productive meetings. Whether you want to learn how to become a better group facilitator or simply a
better participant in a group setting, this workshop will provide you with the knowledge and skills that
enable groups to generate, develop, and select between ideas to reach consensus.

Our leadership training workshop introduces participants to the processes that optimize group participation
and effectiveness. Training covers event design, issue framing, discussion facilitation, consensus-building,
and recording consensus statements and recommendations.

Upon completion of this training, workshop participants can become eligible to serve in a discussion leader
or recorder role at events organized by New Mexico First. In addition, this training makes participants more
effective group facilitators in a wide variety of situations in their work organizations and communities.

While New Mexico First generally offers an open enrollment workshop per year, this two-day workshop can
also be customized to meet the needs of a specific group. If you are interested in enrolling in one of our open
enrollment workshops or scheduling a customized training session, please contact us.

Details

Services

   Organizational Development & Mgt Services

Locations

609 Broadway Blvd. NE
Albuquerque,  NM 87102 

Phone: (505) 581-6001 

Parent Organization

New Mexico First

Our Mission: To be a catalyst for positive change by conducting independent research, engaging citizens in
policy and enabling action.

Our Core Values:



Meaningfully engaging New Mexicans in public policy
Striving for and respecting consensus
Pursing and respecting diverse points of views
Ensuring inclusion and transparency
Rising above partisan politics
Changing policy to improve peoples’ lives
Creating an informed citizenry that is powerfully motivated
Reaching out statewide including rural communities
Partnering with others
Promoting civility
Democracy at its best
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